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Abstract

In the literature, many kinematic wavemodels have been proposed for multi-class vehicles on multi-lane roads; however, there lacks
an explicit model of uniable multi-commodity traffic, in which different commodity ows can have different speeds and violate
the rst-in-rst-out (FIFO) principle, but there exists a speed-density relation for the total traffic. In this study, we attempt to ll the
gap by constructing and solving a uniable multi-commodity kinematic wave model. We rst construct commodity speed-density
relations based on generic generating functions. Then for two commodities we discuss the properties of the uniable kinematic
wave model and analytically solve the Riemann problem with a combination of total and commodity kinematic waves. We propose
a uniable multi-commodity Cell Transmission Model (CTM) with a general junction model for numerical simulations of network
traffic ows, which are uniable but may violate the FIFO principle. We prove that the CTM is well-dened under an extended
CFL (Courant et al., 1928) condition. With examples we verify the consistency between the analytical and numerical solutions and
demonstrate the convergence of the CTM. We conclude with several follow-up research directions for uniable multi-commodity
kinematic wave models.
c� 2016 The Authors. Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Peer review under responsibility of the scientic committee of the 22nd International Symposium on Transportation and Traffic
Theory.
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1. Introduction

Vehicles traveling on a road can be separated into different commodities based on their attributes, including their
lanes, classes, aggressiveness, paths, and so on. Many kinematic wave models have been proposed to describe
multi-commodity traffic dynamics in the evolution of both total and commodity densities, speeds, and ow-rates.
For an M-commodity traffic, we can denote the density, speed, and ow-rate of commodity m (m = 1, · · · ,M) at
x and t by km(x, t), vm(x, t), and qm(x, t), respectively. We denote by �em the unit vector whose mth element is 1.
The corresponding vectors of commodity densities, speeds, and ow-rates are denoted by �k(x, t) =

∑M
m=1 km(x, t)�em,

�v(x, t) =
∑M
m=1 vm(x, t)�em, and �q(x, t) =

∑M
m=1 qm(x, t)�em, respectively. Correspondingly, the total traffic density, speed,

and ow-rate are denoted by k(x, t), v(x, t), and q(x, t), respectively. Hereafter (x, t) is omitted unless necessary.
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Multi-commodity kinematic wave models are dened based on the following rules:

(R1) Additive relations between commodity and total densities and ow-rates:

k =
M∑
m=1
km, q =

M∑
m=1
qm. (1)

(R2) Commodity and total constitutive laws (m = 1, · · · ,M):

qm = kmvm, q = kv. (2a)

(R3) Commodity speed-density relations (m = 1, · · · ,M):

vm = ηm(�k). (2b)

(R4) Commodity ow conservation equation (m = 1, · · · ,M):

∂km
∂t
+
∂qm
∂x
= 0. (2c)

(R5) Weak solutions: discontinuous shock waves can arise even from continuous initial and boundary conditions.
(R6) Entropy conditions: weak solutions should be unique and satisfy some physical laws (Lax, 1972; Ansorge,

1990).

From R2, R3, and R4, the kinematic wave model of M-commodity traffic can be written as a system of M conser-
vation equations:

∂km
∂t
+
∂kmηm(�k)
∂x

= 0, (3)

whose solutions exist and are unique subject to R5 and R6. That is, with the six rules (R1)-(R6), (3) is well-dened,
and one can calculate total and commodity variables at any time and location under proper initial and boundary
conditions. Among the six rules, R1, R2, R4, and R5 apply to any multi-commodity traffic ows, but R3 and R6 are
respectively related to static and dynamic characteristics of specic traffic systems. Therefore, different commodity
speed-density relations and entropy conditions should be developed for different multi-commodity traffic systems.
From (1) and (2), the total traffic speed is also a function of all commodity densities:

v = η(�k) ≡
∑M
m=1 kmηm(�k)∑M

m=1 km
. (4)

In the following we dene two important properties of multi-commodity traffic:

• First-in-rst-out (FIFO). We call a multi-commodity traffic ow FIFO if and only if all commodities have the
same speed at the same location and time:

v1 = · · · = vM = v, (5a)

which is equivalent to that all commodities have the same speed-density relation according to (4):

η1(�k) = · · · = ηM(�k) = η(�k), (5b)
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and that density proportions are the same as the corresponding ow-rate proportions for all commodity ows
(m = 1, · · · ,M) according to (2):

qm
q
=
km
k
. (5c)

Mathematically a FIFO multi-commodity kinematic wave model, (3), can be converted to an M × M Temple
system (Temple, 1982), with k, k1, · · · , kM−1 as unknown variables.
• Uniable. We call a multi-commodity traffic ow uniable if the total traffic speed is a function of the total
traffic density and independent of each commodity density; i.e., if (4) can be simplied as

v = η(�k) = η(k). (6a)

In a uniable multi-commodity traffic ow, there exists a simple fundamental diagram for the total ow-density
relation:

q = φ(k) ≡ kη(k), (6b)

which is generally a unimodal function and attains its maximum value (the capacity) at the critical density, Kc.
For examples, the speed-density relation in the Greenshields fundamental diagram (Greenshields, 1935) is

η(k) = V(1 −
k
K
), (7)

where V is the free-ow speed, and K the jam density; and the speed-density relation in the triangular funda-
mental diagram (Munjal et al., 1971; Haberman, 1977; Newell, 1993) is

η(k) = min{V,W(
K
k
− 1)}, (8)

where −W is the shock wave speed in congested traffic. Then in uniable multi-commodity traffic, from (1) and
(2) we can have the following hyperbolic conservation law for the total traffic density:

∂k
∂t
+
∂φ(k)
∂x

= 0, (9)

which is the traditional Lighthill-Whitham-Richards (LWR) model (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955; Richards,
1956). That is, a multi-commodity traffic ow is uniable if and only if the total traffic can be described by the
traditional LWR model, and equivalently, there exists a total speed-density relation, (6a).

Hereafter the terms of FIFO, non-FIFO, uniable, and non-uniable can be used to describe multi-commodity traffic
ows, commodity speed-density relations (fundamental diagrams), and kinematic wave models.
In the literature, uniable multi-commodity traffic ows have been implicitly assumed to follow the FIFO principle;

i.e., the LWR model has been assumed to be FIFO with respect to commodity ows. In (Daganzo, 1995), the total
traffic dynamics were solved with the Cell TransmissionModel (CTM), which is a discrete version of the LWRmodel,
and the FIFO principle was enforced for commodity ows to different destinations at a diverge through waiting times.
In (Lebacque, 1996, Section 7), the LWR model was used to describe total traffic dynamics, and commodity speed-
density relations, (2b), are given by (m = 1, · · · ,M)

vm = η(k), (10)

which is clearly both FIFO and uniable. Such a FIFO and uniable multi-commodity model has been the foundation
for many network kinematic wave models (Jin and Zhang, 2004; Jin, 2012b).
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